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Page White and Farrer has a team of
patent attorneys dedicated to the
protection of software, including artificial
intelligence applications.
We work across all fields in software and
artificial intelligence, including:
•
audio and video code
•
user interface
•
machine learning
•
neural networks
•
medi-tech and fin-tech
•
gaming
•
virtual reality
•
robotics.

Virginia Driver
•
•
•

Getting the right strategy for AI related
inventions is important to keep our clients ahead
of the rest of the field.
Our patent services include:
•
intellectual property strategy
•
drafting and filing UK, European and
international patent applications
•
prosecuting applications to grant
•
filing and defending oppositions
•
advice on enforcing your intellectual
property rights
•
recording patent assignments
•
assessment of validity and infringement of
granted patents
•
budgeting advice on intellectual property
spend
•
patent portfolio management advice
•
patentability searching and advice
•
supplementary protection certificates.
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